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Inspection Copies
SAGE’s inspection copy service allows lecturers to thoroughly 
review our textbooks before deciding whether to adopt them 
for use on courses. Request and manage your copies quickly 
and easily at sagepub.co.uk/inspectioncopy

SAGE eBooks
The majority of our books are now available as eBooks. 
Visit sagepub.co.uk/ebooks for more information.

Extra Teaching & Study Tools
Many of our textbooks are supported by online resources 
to assist lecturers with planning and delivering engaging 
seminars and lectures, and to help students to explore 
topics further and check their progress.

Wherever you see the online resources or SAGE edge 
icons, you can access further resources.



Welcome to the 2018 Business & Management catalogue.

The publication list this year is the culmination of our endeavours to support your efforts in 
keeping the next generation of students engaged and interested. With theoretical frameworks and 
industry examples featuring throughout our texts, as well as a wealth of multimedia resources 
aimed at creating an environment where many different students feel comfortable interacting, 
we are con� dent that you will � nd something of interest in our latest catalogue.

Gaining a better understanding of what students want from their textbook remains one of our 
key objectives in 2018 and we have a number of projects to showcase how we are listening 
– turn to page 15 to fi nd out how we’ve done this on our latest edition of Masterson et al.’s
Marketing: An Introduction. 

And we’re still keeping an ear to the ground! If there are any challenges you would like us to 
help you � nd a solution to or if you would like to share some of the great things you’ve been 
doing so that we are inspired to do more, we’d love to hear from you.

The Business & Management Team

Contact us
Kirsty Smy - Publisher
kirsty.smy@sagepub.co.uk

Matthew Waters - Senior Commissioning Editor
matthew.waters@sagepub.co.uk

Alison Borg - Group Marketing Manager
alison.borg@sagepub.co.uk

@SAGEManagement

Welcome
Kirsty

MatthewMatthewMatthew

Alison

Visit our new discipline page where we’ll be 
sharing free hints, tips, and resources from our 
authors and editors, providing news on and free 
content from our books, and highlighting the 
latest research from our journals.

Much more on Business 
& Management online

sagepub.co.uk/business-management
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THE COMPLETE 
HANDBOOK OF COACHING
Third Edition

Edited by Elaine Cox, Tatiana Bachkirova 
both at Oxford Brookes University and 
David Clutterbuck Clutterbuck Associates

This edition provides the most comprehensive 
guide to the field of coaching and supports 
trainees and professionals to help them 
identify and develop a personal style of 
coaching. Each chapter makes links between theory and practice 
and includes discussion questions, further reading suggestions and 
case studies.

October 2018 • 681 pages
Cloth (9781473973046) • £95.00
Paper (9781473973053) • £35.99

THE COMPLETE COACHING AND 
MENTORING
Theory and Practice

Third Edition

Bob Garvey The Lio Partnership, a 
coaching and mentoring consultancy in the 
UK, Paul Stokes and David Megginson 
both at Sheffield Hallam University

Drawing on extensive research and the 
authors’ own experiences as coaches and mentors, the book offers a 
critical perspective on the theory and practice of coaching and mentoring. 
The third edition is split into four parts and has been updated to include 
the contemporary debates, issues and influences in the field. It features 
a collection of new international case studies drawn from the USA, 
Africa, Asia and South America, along with an increased emphasis on 
current topics such as internal coaching schemes, e-technologies and 
social media. In addition to these features, there are four new chapters:

• Perspectives on Coaching and Mentoring from around the Globe 
– Comparing case studies written by practitioners in locations around 
the world

• The Skilled Coachee – An examination of the role of coachee in the 
coaching and mentoring process

• Question of Ethics – A chapter devoted to the ethical issues inherent 
in coaching and mentoring

• Towards a Meta-Theory – A chance for the reader to conceive new 
ways to engage with theory and practice

The book is complemented by a companion website featuring a range of 
tools and resources for instructors and students, including PowerPoint 
slides, glossary flip-cards and access to full text SAGE Journal articles.

CONTENTS
PART I: AN INTRODUCTION TO COACHING AND MENTORING / The Meaning of Coaching 
and Mentoring / Researching Coaching and Mentoring / Creating a Coaching and 
Mentoring Culture / Design and Valuation / Models and Perspectives on Coaching and 
Mentoring / Conversational Learning / PART II: INFLUENCES ON COACHING AND 
MENTORING / Power in Coaching and Mentoring / The Skilled Coachee / Multiple Learning 
Relationships / E-Development / The Goal Assumption: A Mindset Issue in Organizations? 
/ PART III: CONTEMPORARY ISSUES IN COACHING AND MENTORING / Supervision / 
Coaching and Mentoring and Diversity / A Question of Ethics in Coaching and Mentoring 
/ Competencies, Standards and Professionalization / PART IV: TOWARDS A THEORY OF 
COACHING AND MENTORING / Perspectives on Coaching and Mentoring From Around 
the Globe / Towards a Theory of Coaching and Mentoring

November 2017 • 368 pages
Cloth (9781473969339) • £85.00
Paper (9781473969346) • £29.99

COACHING AND 

AN INTRODUCTION TO 
COACHING SKILLS
A Practical Guide

Second Edition

Christian van Nieuwerburgh 
ICCE Ltd. (International Centre 
for Coaching in Education)

With evidence-based research, activities and 
suggestions for further reading, this is a clear 
and practical, all-you-need guide to becoming a coach.

March 2017 • 232 pages
Cloth (9781473975804) • £70.00
Paper (9781473975811) • £23.99

ORGANIZATIONAL 
COMMUNICATION
A Critical Introduction

Second Edition

International Student Edition

Dennis K. Mumby University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Organizational Communication is the first 
textbook in the field written from a critical 
perspective, while providing a comprehensive survey of theory and 
research in organizational communication. This edition includes the most 
recent advances in research and theory, and incorporates contemporary 
examples and case studies throughout.

November 2018 • 432 pages
Paper (9781544328720) • £86.00

ORGANIZATIONAL 

CORPORATE 
COMMUNICATION
A Guide to Theory and Practice

Fifth Edition

Joep Cornelissen Rotterdam School 
of Management, Erasmus University

Used by nearly 25,000 students in over 50 
countries, this book combines theoretical 
foundation with practical guidelines and 
insights, which will assist managers (or soon to be managers) in their 
day-to-day communication decisions.

January 2017 • 336 pages
Cloth (9781473953697) • £120.00
Paper (9781473953703) • £39.99

Coaching & Mentoring / Corporate Communication & PR
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STRATEGIC 
CORPORATE SOCIAL 
RESPONSIBILITY
Tools and Theories for 
Responsible Management

Debbie Haski-Leventhal Macquarie 
Graduate School of Management

With the changing expectations of consumers, employees and regulators, 
being best in the world is no longer enough. Businesses are now also 
expected to be best for the world: to be socially and environmentally 
responsible, sustainable and ethical. 

Based on the idea that strategic CSR offers the most holistic and effective 
approach to corporate social responsibility, the author presents the key 
concepts, theories and philosophical approaches to CSR, along with the 
practical tools needed to implement this knowledge in the real world. 

The book is split into three parts; the first part provides the theoretical 
background of CSR, the second part examines various CSR approaches 
and how they can be implemented, and the third part discusses 
measuring and communicating CSR. 

Each chapter contains questions for reflection and discussion, exercises 
and case studies from globally recognised brands such as Ben & 
Jerry’s, Nestle, Marks & Spencer, TOMS Shoes, LEGO, Coca-Cola and 
McDonald’s. Comes with PowerPoint slides. 

CONTENTS
Our Changing World and the Evolution Of CSR / From CSR Pyramids to Shared Value 
and Beyond: CSR Models and Frameworks / Moving Beyond Shareholders: Internal 
and External Stakeholder / Business Ethics: How Philosophy Can Help Us Make Ethical 
Decisions In Today’s Business / Environmental Sustainability: The Role of Business 
In Sustainable Development / Responsible Leadership: Inspiring Corporate Social 
Responsibility / All Aboard: Involving Stakeholders In CSR / CSR Impact: Creating, 
Measuring and Communicating the Impact / Benchmarking CSR: Frameworks, Standards, 
Certifications and Indices / CSR Reporting / CSR and Marketing: Three Frontiers / The 
Way Forward: Making the Shift

March 2018 • 416 pages
Cloth (9781473998001) • £120.00
Paper (9781473998018) • £41.99

CORPORATE SOCIAL 
RESPONSIBILITY
Tools and Theories for 
Responsible Management

Debbie Haski-Leventhal Macquarie 
Graduate School of Management

With the changing expectations of consumers, employees and regulators, 

ORGANIZATIONAL CRISIS 
COMMUNICATION
A Multivocal Approach

Finn Frandsen and Winni Johansen 
Aarhus University

'The importance of this book lies in its new and 
original perspective on crisis communication, 
introducing new meanings of the words 'arena' 
and 'voices', which leads to a much deeper 
understanding of how risk and crisis intertwine. 
The authors have written each chapter diligently to make the book 
very useful and interesting for all who want to learn about crisis 
communication or who face crises on a daily basis.'

- Marta Takahashi, Communication Management Review

2016 • 280 pages
Cloth (9781446297056) • £120.00
Paper (9781446297063) • £39.99

EFFECTIVE CRISIS 
COMMUNICATION
Moving From Crisis 
to Opportunity

Fourth Edition

Robert R. Ulmer University of Arkansas 
at Little Rock, Timothy L. Sellnow 
University of Central Florida and 
Matthew W. Seeger Wayne 
State University

In this fully updated fourth edition of Effective Crisis Communication, 
three of today’s most respected crisis/risk communication scholars 
provide the latest theories and innovative approaches for handling crisis.

February 2018 • 240 pages
Paper (9781506315737) • £47.99

EFFECTIVE CRISIS 

A VERY SHORT, FAIRLY 
INTERESTING AND 
REASONABLY CHEAP 
BOOK ABOUT 
CORPORATE SOCIAL 
RESPONSIBILITY
Jean-Pascal Gond and Sébastien Mena 
both at City University of London

A superbly synthesized and theoretically informed overview of CSR that 
maps the political, cultural, institutional and practical terrain to help 
readers get to grips with the complex and intriguing field of CSR study 
and practice. 

VERY SHORT, FAIRLY INTERESTING & CHEAP BOOKS
November 2018 • 168 pages
Cloth (9781473926677) • £50.00
Paper (9781473926684) • £15.99

UNDERSTANDING PUBLIC 
RELATIONS
Theory, Culture and Society

Lee Edwards University of Leeds

Written in an accessible style by a leading 
authority on PR, this text explores the place 
of PR in its various social, cultural and 
political contexts with various examples, 
including campaigns for same sex marriage, 
the fair trade movement and PR in the 2016 
EU referendum.

May 2018 • 272 pages
Cloth (9781473913097) • £75.00
Paper (9781473913103) • £27.99

Corporate Communication & PR / Corporate Social Responsibility
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Christopher P. Neck Arizona State 
University, Heidi M. Neck Babson 
College and Emma L. Murray

This resource catapults students beyond 
the classroom by helping them develop 
an entrepreneurial mindset so they can 
create opportunities and take action in 
uncertain environments.

June 2017 • 560 pages
Paper & Interactive eBook (9781506376158) • £100.00

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF 
SMALL BUSINESS AND 
ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Edited by Robert Blackburn Kingston 
University, Dirk De Clercq Brock University 
and Jarna Heinonen University of Turku

Contributions from the best international 
scholars explore entrepreneurship as an 
academic field, investigating key current 
debates and considering future directions.

December 2017 • 680 pages
Cloth (9781473925236) • £120.00

EXPLORING 
ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Second Edition

Richard Blundel The Open University, 
Nigel Lockett Lancaster University 
Management School and Catherine Wang 
Brunel Business School

A detailed and critical analysis of the multiple 
types of entrepreneurship, helping students to 
understand the practical skills and theoretical 
concepts needed to create their very own entrepreneurial venture.

Split into two parts, the book provides an even balance between 
theory and practice. Part 1 covers the practical activities involved in 
new entrepreneurial ventures and part 2 uses the latest research to 
explore entrepreneurship from different perspectives. The second 
edition features a new author, Catherine Wang, who brings specialist 
knowledge in entrepreneurial learning, ethnic minority entrepreneurship 
and international entrepreneurship. There are new chapters on the 
Varieties of Entrepreneurship, including social entrepreneurship (not-
for-profit) and Intrapreneurship (employees within organizations) and on 
Entrepreneurial Learning, which explores how entrepreneurs hone 
and develop their thinking. There is also a collection of new international 
case studies including Dyson, Facebook, Made.com and examples of 
entrepreneurship in China and Ghana.

The book is complemented by a companion website featuring online 
resources for instructors and students, including PowerPoint slides, 
additional mini case studies, multiple choice questions, video links and 
revision tips.

CONTENTS
Introduction / Varieties of Entrepreneurship / PART I: ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN PRACTICE 
/ Visions: Creating New Ventures / Opportunities: Nurturing Creativity and Innovation 
/ People: Leading Teams and Networks / Markets: Understanding Customers and 
Competitors / Operations: Implementing Technologies, Processes and Controls / 
Accounts: Interpreting Financial Performance / Finances: Raising Capital for New Ventures 
/ PART II: PERSPECTIVES ON ENTREPRENEURSHIP / Research Matters: Introduction 
and Overview / Individual Perspectives: Beyond the 'Heroic' Entrepreneur / Social 
Perspectives: Understanding People and Places / Economic Perspectives: Influences and 
Impacts / Historical Perspectives: The 'Long View' / Political Perspectives: From Policy 
to Practice / Reflections: Entrepreneurial Learning

October 2017 • 480 pages
Cloth (9781473948068) • £120.00
Paper (9781473948075) • £46.99

EXPLORING 

ISSUES IN 
ENTREPRENEURSHIP & 
SMALL BUSINESS 
MANAGEMENT
Articles from SAGE 
Business Researcher

SAGE Business Researcher

This new collection of readings delves into 
the latest issues and controversies in entrepreneurship, such as learning 
from failure, social entrepreneurship, flat management, crowdfunding 
and more. Each article provides deep, balanced and authoritative 
coverage and points to reliable resources for further study.

June 2017 • 392 pages
Paper (9781506381381) • £36.99

A VERY SHORT, FAIRLY 
INTERESTING AND 
REASONABLY CHEAP 
BOOK ABOUT 
EMPLOYMENT 
RELATIONS
Tony Dundon Alliance Manchester 
Business School, University of Manchester, 
Niall Cullinane Queen's University 
Management School, Queen's University 
Belfast and Adrian Wilkinson Centre for 
Work, Organisation and Wellbeing, Griffith 
Business School, Griffith University

'An accessible introduction to the interdisciplinary field of employment relations 
that also sheds light on broader social and economic dilemmas we face. The 
authors are provocative - hitting the important tensions and contradictions facing 
working people today - with rich anecdotes from popular media and culture that 
bring the underlying academic research to life.'

– Rosemary Batt, Professor of Women and 
Work, ILR School, Cornell University

VERY SHORT, FAIRLY INTERESTING & CHEAP BOOKS
March 2017 • 168 pages
Cloth (9781446294109) • £50.00
Paper (9781446294116) • £15.99

Entrepreneurship / Human Resource Management
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STRATEGIC HUMAN 
RESOURCE 
MANAGEMENT
An international perspective

Second Edition

Edited by Gary Rees Portsmouth 
University and Paul Smith 
University of Hertfordshire

'The new edition is as easy to read as its 
predecessor, with even more insights into the complexities of strategic 
human resource management and activities and case studies from 
around the world.'

– Chris Brewster, Professor of International 
HRM, Henley Business School, UK

May 2017 • 616 pages
Cloth (9781473969315) • £120.00
Paper (9781473969322) • £39.99

EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS
Fairness and Trust in 
the Workplace

Cecilie Bingham Westminster University

'This thought-provoking text provides academic, 
practical and theoretical insights into the 
contested nature of contemporary work and 
employment relations at workplace level. It should 
become essential reading for students, scholars, 
practitioners and policy-makers in the field.'

– David Farnham, University of Portsmouth

2016 • 384 pages
Cloth (9781446272589) • £120.00
Paper (9781446272596) • £39.99

AN INTRODUCTION TO 
HUMAN RESOURCE 
MANAGEMENT
Third Edition

Nick Wilton University of 
the West of England

'This is engaging and comprehensive in its 
coverage of HRM theory and practice.  It is a ‘must 
go to’ text for both undergraduate, postgraduate, 
MBA and CIPD HRM students and HRM academics.'

- Dr. Kate Black, Senior Lecturer, Newcastle 
Business School, Northumbria University

Reflecting the global nature of the workplace with its use of real world 
examples and case studies, this is not another 'How to' of HRM in 
practice, but goes beyond the prescriptive approach to the practice of 
strategic HRM and encourages critical reflection to prepare students for 
the issues and dilemmas they could face in their careers. 

The new edition comes packed with features that encourage readers to 
engage and relate theory to practice including:

• Management skills and attributes boxes outlining the required 
competencies of line managers and HR practitioners

• HR in practice boxes illustrating how HRM theory works in real 
world practice

• Ethical insights presenting ethical considerations for 
budding practitioners

• Global insights highlighting practices around the world
• Research insights inviting students to explore fur ther 

academic research
• Case Studies and examples offering a more in-depth look at HRM 

across a variety of organizations
The new edition is also complemented by a free interactive eBook 
allowing access on the go and encouraging learning and retention 
whatever the reading or learning preference. 

CONTENTS

PART I: HRM IN CONTEXT / What is HRM? / HRM and the Individual / HRM, Strategy and 
Performance / The Labour Market Context of HRM / The National and International Context 
of HRM / PART II: HRM IN PRACTICE / People Resourcing / Managing Performance / 
Managing Reward / Human Resource Development / Employment Relations / PART III: 
CONTEMPORARY ISSUES IN HRM / HRM, Equality and Diversity / Careers and Career 
Management / The Management of Workplace Conflict / HRM, Work and Well-being / 
Current Trends and Future Challenges in HRM

2016 • 520 pages
Cloth (9781473915718) • £120.00
Paper & Interactive eBook (9781473954199) • £42.99A VERY SHORT, FAIRLY 

INTERESTING AND 
REASONABLY CHEAP 
BOOK ABOUT HUMAN 
RESOURCE 
MANAGEMENT
Irena Grugulis Leeds University 
Business School

A book about work, the people who do it and the way they are managed; 
raising issues such as work intensification and unemployment and 
exploring the realities of work, workers and the communities that are 
affected by HRM policy and practice.

VERY SHORT, FAIRLY INTERESTING & CHEAP BOOKS
2016 • 144 pages
Cloth (9781446200803) • £50.00
Paper (9781446200810) • £15.99

Follow us for the latest info on SAGE Business 
& Management books and journals as well as 
insightful news features

Connect with us...

@SAGEManagement

Human Resource Management
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PERFORMANCE 
APPRAISAL AND 
MANAGEMENT
Kevin R. Murphy University of Limerick, 
Jeanette N. Cleveland and 
Madison E. Hanscom both at 
Colorado State University

Written by three of the most prominent 
scholars in the field, this text explores 
common performance appraisal challenges 
and unpacks why performance appraisal often fails in organizations. 
Using the latest thinking and research, the authors equip readers with 
evidence-based tools and strategies for overcoming these obstacles, 
illustrating the appraisal systems that can be designed to help 
organizations achieve their maximum potential. 

CONTENTS
PART I: CULTURAL, COMPARATIVE AND ORGANIZATIONAL PERSPECTIVES ON IHRM 
/ Culture and Cross-Cultural Management / Comparative Human Resource Management 
/ The Transfer of Employment Practices Across Borders in Multinational Companies / 
Approaches to IHRM / PART II: INTERNATIONAL ASSIGNMENTS AND EMPLOYMENT 
PRACTICES / International Assignments / Multinational Companies and the Host Country 
Environment / Regulation and Change in Global Employment Relations / Human Resource 
Management in Cross-Border Mergers and Acquisitions / PART III: IHRM POLICIES AND 
PRACTICES / Managing Knowledge in Multinational Firms / Training and Development: 
Developing Global Leaders and Expatriates / Global and Local Resourcing / Global 
Performance Management / Total Rewards in the International Context / Equal Opportunity 
and Diversity Management in the Global Context / Corporate Social Responsibility and 
Sustainability through Ethical HRM

April 2018 • 336 pages
Paper (9781506352909) • £63.00

PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT
An Experiential Approach

Edited by Arup Varma Loyola University Chicago and 
Pawan Budhwar Aston University Business School

Taking an experiential and skills-building approach, each chapter provides 
the theoretical underpinnings and the practical applications needed in 
order for the reader to understand how performance management adds 
value to an organization and how it ties in with business results.

Leading global authorities on the topic - Arup Varma and Pawan Budhwar 
- use cross-cultural cases and real-world examples to supplement their 
explanations of key concepts and skills and include review questions, 
experiential exercises and learning objective sections that highlight a 
particular skill relevant to each chapter.

Supported by a comprehensive suite of free online resources, this text 
encourages a reflective, adaptable approach to performance management.

CONTENTS
Introduction: Performance Management in Context / Performance Management and 
Business Strategy / Goal Setting / Performance Information / Defining and Measuring 
Performance / Evaluating Performance / Motivation, Feedback, Coaching and Counselling 
/ Supervisor-Subordinate Relationships / Performance Management for Expatriates / 
Implementing a Performance Management System

October 2018 • 400 pages
Cloth (9781473975743) • £120.00
Paper (9781473975750) • £39.99

INTERNATIONAL 
HUMAN RESOURCE 
MANAGEMENT
Fifth Edition

Edited by B. Sebastian Reiche IESE Business School, 
Anne-Wil Harzing Middlesex University London 
and Helene Tenzer University of Tubingen

Used by over 25,000 students across 130 countries, this bestselling 
text, written by leading experts in each topic, retains its critical edge, 
academic rigour and breadth of coverage.

The fifth edition has been updated to include contemporary international 
examples and to reflect the latest debates and emerging issues in the 
field. 

CONTENTS
PART I: CULTURAL, COMPARATIVE AND ORGANIZATIONAL PERSPECTIVES ON IHRM 
/ Culture and Cross-Cultural Management / Comparative Human Resource Management 
/ The Transfer of Employment Practices across Borders in Multinational Companies / 
Approaches to IHRM / PART II: INTERNATIONAL ASSIGNMENTS AND EMPLOYMENT 
PRACTICES / International Assignments / Multinational Companies and the Host Country 
Environment / Regulation and Change in Global Employment Relations / Human Resource 
Management in Cross-Border Mergers and Acquisitions / PART III: IHRM POLICIES AND 
PRACTICES / Managing Knowledge in Multinational Firms / Training and Development: 
Developing Global Leaders and Expatriates / Global and Local Resourcing / Global 
Performance Management / Total Rewards in the International Context / Equal Opportunity 
and Diversity Management in the Global Context / Corporate Social Responsibility and 
Sustainability through Ethical HRM

October 2018 • 576 pages
Cloth (9781526426963) • £120.00
Paper (9781526426970) • £42.99

INTERNATIONAL 

HUMAN RESOURCE 
MANAGEMENT
Strategic and 
International Perspectives

Second Edition

Edited by Jonathan Crawshaw, 
Pawan Budhwar and Ann Davis 
all at Aston Business School

'The authors have provided a fascinating 
examination and exploration of IHRM theories, practices and debates. Reflecting 
on the global landscape of HR, this book offers a wide range of current examples, 
tasks, questions and further reading. It is an invaluable resource for both students 
and lecturers.'

 – Pia Glen, Module Co-ordinator and Lecturer in Human 
Resource Management, Robert Gordon University

March 2017 • 496 pages
Cloth (9781473967656) • £120.00
Paper (9781473967663) • £39.99

PERFORMANCE 
APPRAISAL AND 
MANAGEMENT
Kevin R. Murphy
Jeanette N. Cleveland
Madison E. Hanscom
Colorado State University

Written by three of the most prominent 
scholars in the field, this text explores 
common performance appraisal challenges 

INTERNATIONAL 
HUMAN RESOURCE 
MANAGEMENT

B. Sebastian Reiche IESE Business School, 
 Middlesex University London

Human Resource Management
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DOING BUSINESS IN EUROPE
Third Edition

Gabriele Suder SKEMA Business School and 
Johan Lindeque University of Applied Sciences

Revised and updated to include the recent changes in the economic 
and political climate of Europe and thematic perspectives on key 
contemporary European challenges, the authors also bring into 
consideration non-EU Business in the EU as well as the way Brexit is 
likely to affect businesses. Also new to this edition:

• New pedagogical features including learning styles, glossary, themes 
and case mapping

• Updated texts, examples and cases from a wider range of European 
member states

• An update about the CEE countries 
• An update of FTAs

CONTENTS
Introduction: The New European Business Environment / Part I: The European Business 
Game: The Impact of Six Decades / Part II: Business Europeanization / Part III: Business 
Activity Functions In The European Enviornment  / Part IV: Corporate Case Studies

December 2018 • 488 pages
Cloth (9781526420732) • £120.00
Paper (9781526420749) • £44.99

DOING BUSINESS IN EUROPE

A VERY SHORT, FAIRLY 
INTERESTING AND 
REASONABLY CHEAP 
BOOK ABOUT 
INTERNATIONAL 
BUSINESS
Second Edition

George Cairns QUT Business School 
and Martyna Sliwa University of Essex

'This book contains a solid critique of key approaches in the field and a rich pool 
of alternative ideas for scholars who are interested in critical perspectives on 
international business. It provides a good read for scholars who are tired of the 
contents of leading international business textbooks that hardly capture the 
real life challenges which international managers and especially employees are 
dealing with in our 'brave new world' of globalized capitalism.'

– Professor Mike Geppert, Friedrich Schiller University Jena

VERY SHORT, FAIRLY INTERESTING & CHEAP BOOKS
May 2017 • 176 pages
Cloth (9781473981003) • £50.00
Paper (9781473981010) • £15.99

A VERY SHORT, FAIRLY 
INTERESTING AND 
REASONABLY CHEAP 
BOOK ABOUT 
GLOBALIZATION
Leo McCann Manchester Business School

An exploration of the various intermingled 
aspects that make up the processes and 
controversies of globalization; with discussions on the history and rise 
of the concept, sceptical and critical ideas about it and the implications 
of globalization for work, business, management and organizations.

VERY SHORT, FAIRLY INTERESTING & CHEAP BOOKS
February 2018 • 160 pages
Cloth (9781473919105) • £50.00
Paper (9781473919112) • £15.99

INTERNATIONAL AND 
CROSS-CULTURAL 
BUSINESS RESEARCH
Jean-Claude Usunier University of 
Lausanne, Dorigny, Hester van Herk 
Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam and 
Julie Anne Lee University 
of Western Australia

By successfully combining cross-cultural 
management and business research 
methods, this team of international authors investigates the various 
cultural influences that should be considered when undertaking business 
research in nations across the world.

April 2017 • 200 pages
Cloth (9781473975880) • £85.00
Paper (9781473975897) • £29.99

A VERY SHORT, FAIRLY 
INTERESTING AND 
REASONABLY CHEAP 
BOOK ABOUT CROSS-
CULTURAL 
MANAGEMENT
Jasmin Mahadevan Pforzheim University

A critical, power-sensitive and culturally aware perspective of cross 
-cultural management that moves beyond the paradigms debate, 
placing greater emphasis on the holistic nature of culture, its managerial 
consequences and taking into account diversity and multiple identities.

VERY SHORT, FAIRLY INTERESTING & CHEAP BOOKS
May 2017 • 168 pages
Cloth (9781473948235) • £50.00
Paper (9781473948242) • £15.99

DOING BUSINESS IN EUROPE

View all of the books 
in the VSFI series at 
sagepub.co.uk/vsfi

International Business & Cross-Cultural Management
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MANAGEMENT 
FUNDAMENTALS
Concepts, Applications, and 
Skill Development

Eighth Edition

International Student Edition

Robert N. Lussier Springfield College

Packed with experiential exercises, self-
assessments, and group activities to develop management skills 
students can use in their personal and professional lives.

Written using a three-prong approach that covers concepts, application 
and skills for all traditional and current topics in management, providing 
in-depth coverage of key topics such as diversity, ethics, technology 
and globalization.

New to this edition:

• New case studies highlight contemporary challenges and opportunities 
facing managers at well-known organizations such as Whole Foods, 
Wells Fargo, and the Chicago Cubs

• Expanded and updated Trends and Issues sections explore timely 
topics such as the changing nature of work, managing multiple 
generations, and virtual teams

• All of the Applying the Concept boxes are new and engage students in 
applying the concepts to their own experiences and provide situational 
analysis opportunities to develop critical thinking skills 

• Management in Act ion videos i l lustrate fundamental 
management concepts using a variety of relatable scenarios and 
assessment questions to challenge students to apply and analyze 
workplace situations

CONTENTS
Management and Its History / The Environment: Culture, Ethics, and Social Responsibility 
/ Managing Diversity in a Global Enivronment / Creative Problem Solving and Decision 
Making/ Strategic and Operations Planning / Managing Change, Innovation, and 
Entrepreneurship  / Organizing and Delegating Work / Managing Team Work / Human 
Resource Management / Appendix Career Management and Networking / Organizational 
Behavior / Motivating for High Performance / Leading with Influence / Communication and 
Information Technology / Managing Control Systems, Finances, and People / Operations, 
Quality, and Productivity 

March 2018 • 632 pages
Paper & Interactive eBook (9781544331331) • £109.00

MANAGEMENT A VERY SHORT, FAIRLY 
INTERESTING AND 
REASONABLY CHEAP 
BOOK ABOUT STUDYING 
LEADERSHIP
Third Edition

Brad Jackson Victoria 
University of Wellington and 
Ken Parry Deakin University

The first edition of this popular and acclaimed book quickly became 
a favourite among students for the engaging way in which it guided 
them through the cacophony of competing perspectives and models 
of leadership.

The new edition includes an expanded discussion of hot topics like 
followership, gender, ethics, authenticity and leadership and the arts 
set against the backdrop of the global financial crisis.

VERY SHORT, FAIRLY INTERESTING & CHEAP BOOKS
May 2018 • 208 pages
Cloth (9781446273777) • £50.00
Paper (9781446273784) • £15.99

A VERY SHORT, FAIRLY 

STUDYING LEADERSHIP
Traditional and 
Critical Approaches

Second Edition

Doris Schedlitzki and Gareth Edwards 
both at University of the West of England

Now in its second edition, Studying 
Leadership continues to provide a 
comprehensive overview of the key 
theories, topics, research debates and major 
developments in the field of leadership studies.

The new edition includes:

• A complete overview of leadership studies past, present and future, 
covering both traditional and mainstream theories and leadership 
research such as gender and diversity, ethics, sustainability, language 
and identity

• A new chapter on researching leadership, helping students with 
dissertations and projects

• Ten extended case studies in the appendix in addition to the chapter-
specific case studies

• Learning features that encourage criticality and reflexivity

CONTENTS
Introduction – Mapping Different Approaches to Studying Leadership / PART 
I: TRADITIONAL APPROACHES TO LEADERSHIP / Leadership and Management / 
Leadership Competencies: Traits, Personality, Skills, Styles and Intelligences / 
Contingency and Leader-Member Exchange Theories of Leadership / Charismatic and 
Transformational Leadership / PART II: CURRENT ISSUES IN LEADERSHIP / Perspectives 
on Leadership Context / Followership, Psychoanalytic and Relational Approaches 
to Leadership / Leadership and Power / Strategic Leadership and Leading Change / 
Distributed Leadership / Leadership and Culture / Leadership Learning and Development 
/ PART III: CRITICAL ISSUES IN LEADERSHIP / Leadership, Gender and Diversity / 
Leadership, Ethics and Toxicity / Leadership, Language and Identity / Leadership, Arts 
and Aesthetics / Researching Leadership / Epilogue - The Future of Leadership Studies 
/ Appendix - Case Studies / Glossary

December 2017 • 480 pages
Cloth (9781473958609) • £120.00
Paper (9781473958616) • £39.99

STUDYING LEADERSHIP

HUBRISTIC LEADERSHIP
Eugene Sadler-Smith University of Surrey

Adopting an inter/cross-disciplinary approach, this book contributes to 
the growing discussion around hubris in leadership. The text encourages 
an educated and informed stance of moderation, critical analysis and 
reflexivity as potential safeguards against the emergence of hubris in 
organizations. Looking at examples from business and politics and 
the impact of hubristic leaders, it provides an insight into the nature 
and causes of hubris, its destructive effects and how these might be 
anticipated, mitigated and avoided. 

CONTENTS
Hubristic Leadership and the ‘Dark Side’ of Power / Myth, Tragedy, and Nemesis / 
Behavioural Perspectives / Clinical Perspectives / Lessons from Political Leadership / 
Hubristic Leadership in Organizations / Paradoxical and Processual Aspects of Hubristic 
Leadership / Corporate Hubris / Detecting, Mitigating and Managing Hubristic Leadership

November 2018 • 216 pages
Cloth (9781526431165) • £85.00
Paper (9781526431172) • £28.99

Management / Leadership
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Conceived by Chris Grey and written to get you thinking, the ‘Very Short, Fairly Interesting 
and Reasonably Cheap’ series offers an informal, conversational, accessible yet 
sophisticated and critical overview of what you find in conventional textbooks.

The VSFI series

View the full selection of books in the VSFI series at 
sagepub.co.uk/vsfi 
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LEADERSHIP
Theory and Practice

Eighth Edition

International Student Edition

Peter G. Northouse Western 
Michigan University

Used at more than 1500 institutions in 89 
countries and translated into 12 different 
languages, this market-leading text 
successfully combines an academically robust account of the major 
theories and models of leadership with an accessible style and practical 
examples that help students apply what they learn.

May 2018 • 480 pages
Paper & Interactive eBook (9781544331942) • £75.00

LEADERSHIP

HUAWEI
Leadership, Culture, 
and Connectivity
Tian Tao Ruihua Innovative Research 
Institute, Zhejiang University, David De 
Cremer Cambridge University and Wu 
Chunbo School of Public Administration, 
Remmin University of China 

A unique business case study providing the 
behind-the-scenes story and unique insights 
into the leadership and culture of one of the 
top three telecoms companies in the world.

2016 • 424 pages
Cloth (9789386062055) • £40.00

REFLEXIVE LEADERSHIP
Organising in an imperfect world

Mats Alvesson, Martin Blom and 
Stefan Sveningsson all at Lund University

By promoting a reflexive approach to 
leadership, the book challenges traditional, 
dominant and fashionable leadership 
perspectives. It encourages managers and 
their subordinates to embrace alternative 
ways of organizing work with a number of 
new, provocative, critical and constructive 
ideas that help to develop sharper and more thoughtful thinking 
and practice.

November 2016 • 248 pages
Cloth (9781412961585) • £85.00
Paper (9781412961592) • £28.99

GLOBAL LEADERSHIP 
PERSPECTIVES
Insights and Analysis

Simon Western Analytic-Network 
Coaching Ltd and Éric-Jean Garcia 
Sciences Po

A critical, global counterpoint to more 
western-centric texts that will appeal to 
critical leadership scholars, those teaching 
leadership from a critical perspective and 
those teaching leadership with an international focus. 

Split into two parts; its first part presents the local and regional variations 
in leadership from across the globe, with each of the twenty individual 
authors presenting the histories, cultures, tensions and social changes 
that shape the practice of everyday leadership in their respective regions.

Regions and countries included are: the Arab Middle East, Argentina, 
ASEAN, Australia, Brazil, China, Democratic Republic of Congo, Ethiopia, 
France, Germany, India, Japan, Mexico, Poland, Russia, Scandinavia, 
South Africa, Turkey, UK and USA.

In the second part, the editors then critically analyse these chapters 
and identify the key themes and specific issues, enabling the reader 
to challenge their own leadership perceptions and move beyond the 
normative, uncritical approach to leadership. 

CONTENTS

PART I: INSIGHTS / Arab Middle East: Diwan, Ummah and Wasta: The Pillars of Arab 
Leadership / Argentina: Gaucho's, Rebels and Dictators: Leadership in Argentina / 
Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN): In Pursuit of ASEAN Pride / Australia: 
Leadership Identity in the Making / Brazil: Tensions, Contradictions and Development / 
China: Paternalism and Paradox of Leadership at the Dawn of a New Era / Democratic 
Republic of Congo (DRC): Ambiguities and Challenges of Leadership / Ethiopia: The 
Faces of Leadership in Ethiopia / France: Exploring the French Paradoxes and Promises of 
Leadership / Germany: German Leadership: A Dialectical Approach / India: Cultural Ethos 
and Leadership Styles: Indian Perspectives / Japan: You're the Leader? The Long-Term 
Relationship Approach to Japanese Leadership / Mexico: The Essence of Leadership 
in Mexico / Poland: Swaying Between Functionalism and Humanistic Management / 
Russia: Leadership in Russia: Between Hero and Victim / Scandinavia: Scandinavian 
Leadership and the (E)quality Imperative / South Africa: A Racialized and Gendered 
Leadership Landscape / Turkey: Thriving On Uncertainty: Leadership in Turkey / The United 
Kingdom: Dis-United Kngdom? Leadership At A Crossroads / United States of America: 
Mourning in America: Leadership in the Divided States of America / PART II: ANALYSIS / 
Unravelling Leadership: Introduction to Analysis and Methodology / The Four Discources 
of Leadership / Insider-Leadership: A Discourse Analysis / Outsider-Leadership: In Search 
of Lack / Conclusion

March 2018 • 288 pages
Cloth (9781473953437) • £85.00
Paper (9781473953444) • £29.99

DIGITAL MARKETING
Strategic Planning & Integration

Annmarie Hanlon University of Derby

A practical and easy-to-follow approach, providing a roadmap for the 
reader’s digital marketing journey enabling them to understand the 
essentials of the topic, the different tools available, how to conduct 
an audit, strategy, planning and management as well as metrics and 
transformation. The book is packed full of useful features to support 
the reader, including: 

• Case examples – illustrating digital marketing in practice
• Digital tools and templates - helping with the hands-on application 

of knowledge
• Dark marketing – highlighting the risks of digital
• Exercises – bite-sized activities helping to check understanding and 

reinforce learning

CONTENTS
PART I: DIGITAL MARKETING ESSENTIALS / The Digital Marketing Landscape / The 
Digital Consumer / PART II: DIGITAL MARKETING TOOLS / The Digital Marketing Toolbox 
/ Content Formats / Online Communities / Mobile Marketing / Augmented, Virtual and 
Mixed Reality / PART III: DIGITAL MARKETING AUDIT / Online Research Sources / Audit 
Frameworks / PART IV: DIGITAL MARKETING STRATEGY, PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT 
/ Strategy, Objectives and Planning / Building the Digital Marketing Plan / Social Media 
Management / Managing Resources / PART V: DIGITAL MARKETING ANALYSIS / 
Marketing Metrics, Analytics and Insights / Improving, Integrating and Transforming Digital 
Marketing / Appendix A - Digital Marketing Plan Template for B2B / Appendix B - Digital 
Marketing Plan Template for B2C

November 2018 • 400 pages
Cloth (9781526426666) • £120.00
Paper (9781526426673) • £37.99

Leadership / Marketing
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THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF 
CONSUMER CULTURE
Edited by Olga Kravets, Pauline Maclaran 
both at Royal Holloway, University of 
London, Steven Miles Manchester 
Metropolitan University and 
Alladi Venkatesh University 
of California, Irvine

This a one-stop resource for scholars 
and students of consumption, providing 
critical discussion of the key dimensions of 
consumer culture from a global and interdisciplinary team of scholars.

January 2018 • 576 pages
Cloth (9781473929517) • £120.00

CONSUMER BEHAVIOUR
Applications in Marketing

Third Edition

Robert East Kingston University, 
Jaywant Singh Kingston University 
Business School, Malcolm Wright 
Massey University and Marc Vanhuele 
HEC School of Management

This third edition maintains a strong focus 
on the use of research, helping students to 
develop analytical and evidence-based thinking in marketing and to 
take into consideration not just the individual but also the marketing 
environment. New examples and research findings have been included 
with special attention paid to the digital environment, including online 
consumer behaviour and research.

2016 • 368 pages
Cloth (9781473919495) • £120.00
Paper (9781473919501) • £42.99

CONSUMER BEHAVIOUR
Third Edition

Zubin Sethna Regent's University London 
and Jim Blythe University of Plymouth

Written from a European perspective and 
with examples and case studies from global 
brands including Spotify, Instagram and 
Amazon, the new edition features increased 
coverage of social media, digital consumption 
and up-to-date marketing practice, striking a 
good balance between the sociological and 
psychological aspects of consumer behavior.

2016 • 528 pages
Cloth (9781473919129) • £120.00
Paper (9781473919136) • £42.99

CONSUMER CULTURE 
THEORY
Edited by Eric J. Arnould EMLYON 
Business School and Craig J Thompson 
University of Wisconsin-Madison

Outlining the key themes, concepts and 
theoretical areas in the field, this book 
draws on contributions from prominent 
researchers to unravel the complexities of 
consumer culture by looking at how it affects 
personal identity, social interactions and the 
consuming human being.

The structure of the book is designed to help students map the field in the 
way it is interpreted by researchers and follows the conceptual mapping 
in the classic Arnould & Thompson 2005 journal article. The book is 
organised into three parts - the Consumption Identity, Marketplace 
Cultures and the Socio-Historic Patterning of Consumption. Insight 
is offered into both the historical roots of consumer culture and the 
everyday experiences of navigating the contemporary marketplace.

The book is supported by a collection of international case studies and 
real world scenarios, including: How Fashion Bloggers Rule the Fashion 
World, the Kendal Jenner Pepsi Commercial, Professional Beer Pong, 
Military Recruiting Campaigns, The World Health Organisation and the 
Corporatization of Education. 

CONTENTS
Introduction / PART I: CONSUMPTION IDENTITY / Consumers Volitional Identity Projects 
/ Family & Collective Identity Projects / Critical Reflections on Consumer Identity / PART 
II: MARKETPLACE CULTURES / Consumption Tribes and Collective Performance / 
Consumer Produced, Emergent & Hybrid Markets / Globalization of Marketplace Cultures / 
PART III: THE SOCIO-HISTORIC PATTERNING OF CONSUMPTION / Social Class / Gender 
/ Ethnicity / Global Mobilities / PART IV: THE IDEOLOGICAL SHAPING OF CONSUMERS' 
CONSUMPTION PROJECTS / Neoliberalism and Consumption / Social Distinction and 
Practices of Taste / Consumer Resistance & Subaltern Consumption / Conclusion

June 2018 • 321 pages
Cloth (9781526420718) • £100.00
Paper (9781526420725) • £34.99

BUSINESS-TO-BUSINESS 
MARKETING
Fourth Edition

Ross Brennan Hertfordshire Business 
School, University of Hertfordshire, Louise 
Canning Kedge Business School and 
Raymond McDowell Bristol Business 
School, University of the West of England

'Offering fresh insights into both the theory and 
practice of industrial marketing. This textbook 
combines highly relevant concepts and models with a wealth of very interesting 
and useful examples, cases and practical exercises from a variety of industries 
and contexts. Students of all levels, including doctoral, will find this book an 
inseparable companion.'

– Professor Enrico Baraldi, Department of 
Engineering Sciences, Uppsala University

May 2017 • 416 pages
Cloth (9781473973435) • £120.00
Paper (9781473973442) • £44.99

 Marketing
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MARKETING 
COMMUNICATIONS
Second Edition

John Egan Regent's University London

'John Egan has done an excellent job in the 
latest comprehensive edition of Marketing 
Communications. He combines a compelling 
writing style and excellent exemplification 
with stimulating case studies and up-to-date 
theoretical content.'

- Paul Baines, Professor of Political Marketing and Director, 
Masters in Management Programme, Cranfield University.

John Egan draws on years of both industry and academic experience 
to explain the 'why' as well as the 'how' of marketing communications.

This edition: 

• Covers topical issues such as new technologies and ethical marketing 
that students need to know about 

• Provides 'Insight' boxes into some of the latest industry practices to 
ensure students are up to date 

• Features examples such as James Bond and One Direction to help 
students relate theory to the real world

CONTENTS
Marketing Communications: Past and Present / Marketing Communications Theory / 
Buying Behaviour / Image and Brand Management / Marketing Communications Planning 
/ Understanding Marketing Research / Campaign Tactics and Management / Campaign 
Media and Media Planning / Advertising / Sales Promotion / Public Relations / Sponsorship 
and Product Placement / Direct and Digital Marketing / Personal Selling, Point-of-Sale 
and Supportive Communications / Integrated Marketing Communications / Internal 
Communications / Marketing Channels and Business-to-Business Communications 
/ Ethical Marketing and the Regulatory Environment / The Communications Industry / 
Global Marketing Communications / The Changing Face of Marketing Communications

2014 • 440 pages
Cloth (9781446259023) • £132.00
Paper (9781446259030) • £42.99

ADVERTISING AND 
PROMOTION
Fourth Edition

Chris Hackley School of Management, 
Royal Holloway University of London 
and Rungpaka Amy Hackley School 
of Business and Management, Queen 
Mary University of London

'It is really good to see a new edition of this 
excellent research-driven, theoretically informed 
yet clear and engaging text; it offers many insights into the contemporary practice 
of advertising and promotion, illustrated by a wealth of international examples.' 

– Stephanie O'Donohoe, Professor of Advertising and Consumer 
Culture, The University of Edinburgh Business School

November 2017 • 384 pages
Cloth (9781473997981) • £120.00
Paper (9781473997998) • £41.99   

ADVERTISING AND 

MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS
Objectives, Strategy, Tactics

John R Rossiter University of Wollongong, Larry Percy Copenhagen 
Business School and Lars Bergkvist University of Brunei

Uniting industry experience with academic expertise, the authors 
combine marketing communications and advertising with the branding 
perspective, providing students with a practical planning system and 
a seven-step approach to creating a comprehensive marketing plan.

The new SAGE Marketing Communications textbook is a contemporary 
evolution of the well-known Rossiter and Percy Advertising and Promotion 
Management textbook, which at its peak was adopted by six of the top 10 
U.S. business schools – Stanford, Wharton, Columbia, Berkeley, UCLA 
and Northwestern – as well as by the London Business School, Oxford’s 
Said Business School and by most of the top business schools in Europe 
such as Erasmus University Rotterdam, INSEAD and the Stockholm 
School of Economics. 

Key features include:

• An author analytical approach with checklist frameworks in 
chapters, providing students with a systematic guide to doing 
marketing communications

• A managerial approach with managerial grids in chapters, helping 
students to become a marketing manager and study as though they 
are in the role

• Coverage of key new marketing communications topics such as 
branding and social media

In each of the end-of-chapter questions there are mini-cases that involve 
real brands, and the numerous examples throughout the text refer to 
globally known brands such as Gillette, Mercedes, Revlon and Toyota.

CONTENTS
PART I: MARCOMS AND BRANDING / Marketing Communications and Campaign Planning 
/ Branding and Brand Positioning / PART II: MARCOMS CAMPAIGN OBJECTIVES / 
Target Audience Selection and Action Objectives / Communication Objectives / PART 
III: CREATIVE STRATEGY / Creative Idea and the Structure of Ads / Brand Awareness 
and Brand Attitude Tactics / Pre-Testing Ads and Promotions / PART IV: PROMOTION 
STRATEGY / Manufacturer's Promotions / Retailer's Promotions / PART V: MEDIA 
STRATEGY / Media Selection and Choice of Advertising Units / Media Scheduling: 
Reach Pattern, Effective Frequency, and Strategic Rules for Implementation / PART VI: 
CAMPAIGN MANAGEMENT / Setting the Campaign Budget / Campaign Tracking / PART 
VII: SPECIALIZED MARCOMS / Corporate Image Advertising, Sponsorships, and PR / 
Personal Selling and Telemarketing / Social Marketing Campaigns

August 2018 • 680 pages
Cloth (9781526438645) • £120.00
Paper (9781526438652) • £45.99

 Marketing

MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS

 Marketing
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INTERNATIONAL 
MARKETING
Second Edition

Daniel W. Baack University of Denver, 
Barbara Czarnecka University of 
Bedfordshire and Donald Baack 
Pittsburg State University

Providing an integrated approach in 
relation to international marketing, five 
principles – cultural, language, political/
legal, economic and technological/operational differences – are 
discussed. Examples are used throughout to add clarity to the 
concepts that are addressed,and discussions of sustainability and 
“bottom of the pyramid concepts” are incorporated into each chapter 
to highlight the importance of these issues in today’s marketplace.

The second edition includes a brand new chapter on culture and 
cross-cultural marketing, new coverage of digital advances and social 
media, updated theory and applied insights from industry insiders. 

CONTENTS

PART I: ESSENTIALS OF INTERNATIONAL MARKETING / Introduction to International 
Marketing / Culture and Cross-Cultural Marketing / Global Trade and Integration 
/ Country Selection and Entry Strategies / International Marketing Planning, 
Organization and Control / PART II: International Markets and Market Research / 
Markets and Segmentation in an International Context / International Positioning / 
Market Research in the International Environment / PART III: International Product 
Marketing / International Product and Brand Marketing / International Product 
Standardization and Adaptation / PART IV: International Pricing and Finance / 
International Pricing / International Finance and Pricing Implications / PART V: 
International Place or Distribution / International Marketing Channel Management / 
International Distribution: Exporting and Retailing / PART VI: International Promotion 
and Marketing Communications Personal Selling / Globally Integrated Marketing 
Communications / International Sales Promotions and Public Relations

October 2018 • 640 pages
Cloth (9781506389219) • £120.00
Paper (9781506389226) • £37.99

INTERNATIONAL 
GLOBAL MARKETING 
AND ADVERTISING
Understanding 
Cultural Paradoxes

Fifth Edition

Marieke de Mooij

Packed with cultural, company and 
country examples and findings from both 
classic and recent studies, the new edition 
offers a mix of theory and practical applications covering globalization, 
global branding strategies, classification models of culture and the 
consequences of culture for all aspects of marketing communications. 
Other topics covered include global public relations, culture and the 
media and culture and the Internet, along with extensive coverage 
of consumer behavior.
Key features include:

• Helps define cross-cultural segments to better target consumers 
across cultures

• Shows how culture affects strategic issues, such as the company's 
mission statement, brand positioning strategy and marketing 
communications strategy

• Demonstrates the centrality of value paradoxes to cross-cultural 
marketing communications

• Uses the Hofstede model to help readers see how their 
understanding of cultural relationships in one country/region can 
be extended to other countries/regions

CONTENTS
The Paradoxes in Global Marketing Communications / Global Branding / Values and 
Culture / Dimensions of Culture / Culture and Consumer Behavior / Researching 
and Applying Cultural Values / Culture and Communication / Culture and Media 
/ Culture and Advertising Appeals / Culture and Executional Style / From Value 
Paradox to Strategy

October 2018 • 400 pages
Cloth (9781544318134) • £120.00
Paper (9781544318141) • £49.99

GLOBAL MARKETING 

LAUNCHING JULY 2018! 
ONLY £6.99

ISBN: 9781526456885 ISBN: 9781526456892ISBN: 9781526456892 ISBN: 9781526458834ISBN: 9781526458834 ISBN: 9781526458841ISBN: 9781526458841 ISBN: 9781526458858ISBN: 9781526458858

Find out more at www.sagepub.co.uk/lqf

Quick � xes for common research problems you need to solve fast. Visual and 
practical, each book will start at your problem and deliver you to an answer with a 
quick test at the end to check that you’ve got what you need: Quick results. Good 
research.

The Little Quick Fix Series

Marketing

Available as inspection copy for lecturers
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MARKETING
An Introduction

Fourth Edition

Rosalind Masterson, Nichola Phillips both at De Montfort 
University and David Pickton Strategic Partnerships

Recognizing the importance of ongoing technological and social 
developments and the increasing connectedness of consumers, that 
has profound implications for the way marketing operates and students 
learn, the fourth edition demystifies key technologies and terminology, 
demonstrating where and how emerging digital marketing techniques 
and tools fit in to contemporary marketing planning and practice. The 
new edition welcomes a new third author and has been fully updated 
to include: 

• 31 new case studies (including 5 new end of chapter and 26 new
‘focus boxes’), featuring a greater number of case studies from digital/
social media marketing, Uber and the sharing economy, Google and
crowdsourcing and Amazon’s drone delivery service

• Even more content on digital marketing integrated throughout,
including key issues such as social media, mobile marketing,
co-creation and cutting edge theory

• A fully updated and streamlined interactive eBook

CONTENTS
PART I: THIS IS MARKETING / Marketing Today / The Marketing Environment / PART II: 
MAKING SENSE OF MARKETS / Buyer Behaviour / Market Segmentation, Targeting and 
Positioning / Marketing Research / PART III: THE MARKETING MIX / Product / Service 
Products / Promotion (Marketing Communications) / Place / Price / PART IV: MANAGING 
MARKETING / Building Brands: Using the Marketing Mix / Marketing Planning

September 2017 • 560 pages
Cloth (9781473975842) • £120.00
Paper & Interactive eBook (9781526426321) • £45.99

NEW EDITION!

PREVIOUS EDITION WINNER of the British 
Book Design and Production 

Award for ‘BEST USE OF CROSS MEDIA 2014’

DID YOU KNOW...

In 2010 SAGE started a partnership with 
University of Sussex Library to develop a better 
understanding of the research behaviour of 
doctoral students. 

In 2013 the project was extended to include 
undergraduate students with the aim of 
monitoring their learning and information-seeking 
behaviour across the three years of their study. 
Through various activities, the students have 
provided us with insight into their experiences, 
concerns, behaviour and attitudes, enabling us to 
explore issues and themes which place students 
at the heart of our textbook publishing.

Aly Davie is a Marketing and Management with 
Law student, now in her 2nd year of study. Follow 
her journey at 

blogs.sussex.ac.uk/sagestudents or via 
@SageStudents

AlyAlyAlyAly
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Developing textbooks  
with YOU  
and YOUR STUDENTS

Here at SAGE Publishing, we believe that we 
play an important role in cultivating student 
engagement through the teaching and learning 
resources that we produce. 

We are committed to creating textbooks that 
your students will enjoy, without losing sight 
of what you tell us you need from a teaching 
resource.

Our market research has provided us with 
a deeper understanding of what you and 
your students are looking for in a resource, 
so that we are able to deliver products that 
consistently meet expectations.

The new 4th edition of Masterson, Phillips & 
Pickton 'Marketing: An Introduction' is our 
latest project to showcase the culmination of 
all our efforts.

Here at SAGE Publishing
play an important role in cultivating student 
engagement through the teaching and learning 
resources that we produce. 

We are committed to creating textbooks that 
your students will enjoy, without losing sight 
of what you tell us you need from a teaching 
resource.

Our market research has provided us with 
a deeper understanding of what you and 
your students are looking for in a resource, 
so that we are able to deliver products that 
consistently meet expectations.

The new 
Pickton 'Marketing: An Introduction'
latest project to showcase the culmination of 
all our efforts.

open to open to 
find out MOREopen to 
find out MOREopen to 



Look out for icons below and click on them for online bonus features:

Quick tests  
to check 

understanding

Further reading 
to improve  

grades

Video snapshots 
to help with  

exam revision

Hear Past Students'  
journeys from 
degree to job

Regardless of where in the world your students are, and whether they prefer to read in print, 
digitally or a bit of both – there is a solution to suit them as they can tailor their learning with a 
FREE, easy-to-use interactive e-book.

• Digital marketing integrated throughout
• Mini cases at the end of every chapter

Nearly 30 lecturers and students were involved in 
the development of the 4th edition of Marketing an 
Introduction. Just take a look at some of the things we 
did based on their feedback...

If you'd like to see for yourself, order an inspection 
copy (more details on page 15)

You and your  
students SPOKE…

…we LISTENED

 The succin
ctness of t

his

book made exam revision

much easier."

GOSIA WARWASZYNSKA,

FIRST YEAR STUDENT 

INTERNATIONAL MARKETING

&BUSINESS WITH MANDARIN
Hear Past Students'  

journeys from 
degree to job

Regardless of where in the world your students are, and whether they prefer to read in print, 
digitally or a bit of both – there is a solution to suit them as they can tailor their learning with a 

A beautifully engaging book,  

with the ability to help all types

of learners gain academic
knowledge with ease."CAROLYN SINGLETON, 

FIRST YEAR STUDENT 
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS

& MARKETING
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SOCIAL MEDIA 
MARKETING
Theories and Applications

Second Edition

Stephan Dahl Hull University

The second edition of this popular text 
continues to maintain a scholarly approach 
to social media, making it essential reading 
for students alongside developing skills in 
social media marketing.

Social Media Marketing helps to develop students’ theoretical and 
conceptual understanding of social media by focusing on its actors, 
platforms, content and contexts across 12 chapters, making it the 
perfect length for a typical university course. This new edition has 
been fully updated along with the online resources to reflect the latest 
advances in tools, technologies, research, theories and practices in 
social media marketing, including new case studies, examples and 
coverage of literature.

CONTENTS
PART I: UNDERSTANDING ACTORS IN SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING / Consumer Tribes 
and Communities / Users and Co-creation of Value / Brand and Anthropomorphic 
Marketing / PART II: UNDERSTANDING PLATFORMS IN SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING 
/ Traditional Social Media Platforms / Gaming and Hybrid Platforms / Mobile and 
Location-Based Platforms / PART III: UNDERSTANDING CONTENT IN SOCIAL MEDIA 
MARKETING / Persuasiveness / Engagement / Electronic Word of Mouth (eWOM) / PART 
IV: UNDERSTANDING CONTEXT IN SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING / Measurement, Metrics 
and Analytics / Cross-Cultural Aspects and Implications / Privacy, Ethical and Legal Issues 
/ Afterword: Where Next for Social Media Marketing?

March 2018 • 320 pages
Cloth (9781473982338) • £120.00
Paper (9781473982345) • £36.99

SOCIAL MEDIA 

SOCIAL MEDIA
A Critical Introduction

Second Edition

Christian Fuchs University of Westminster

This introduction equips students with the 
critical thinking they need to understand the 
complexities and contradictions of social 
media and make informed judgements. 
The second edition explores social media 
in China and the sharing economy of Uber 
and Airbnb.

February 2017 • 400 pages
Cloth (9781473966826) • £85.00
Paper (9781473966833) • £27.99

RETAIL MARKETING MANAGEMENT
The 5 Es of Retailing Today

Dhruv Grewal Babson College

A leading Professor of Retail Marketing presents 5 new frames through 
which students and practitioners can understand and approach the 
evolving environment of retailing today.

December 2018 • 224 pages
Cloth (9781526446848) • £85.00
Paper (9781526446855) • £29.99

THE SAGE HANDBOOK 
OF SOCIAL MEDIA
Edited by Jean Burgess 
Queensland University of Technology, 
Alice Marwick University of North Carolina 
at Chapel Hill and Thomas Poell 
University of Amsterdam

This highly international handbook addresses 
the most significant research themes, 
methodological approaches and debates 
about social media. Leading scholars provide 
a range of disciplinary perspectives.

November 2017 • 662 pages
Cloth (9781412962292) • £120.00

SOCIAL MEDIA 
MARKETING
Third Edition

Tracy L. Tuten East Carolina University, 
Greenville and Michael R. Solomon 
Saint Joseph’s University, Philadelphia

Social Media Marketing melds essential 
theory with practical application and covers 
core skills such as strategic planning for 
social media applications, incorporating 
these platforms into the brand’s marketing communications and 
harnessing social media data to yield consumer insights. The authors 
outline the ‘four zones’ of social media that marketers can use to help 
achieve their strategic objectives: Community, Publishing, Entertainment 
and Commerce.

The new third edition has been extensively updated to include a new 
chapter on tactical planning and execution, coverage of the latest 
research within social media marketing and expanded and all new case 
studies and examples, including Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Snapchat 
etc. These are discussed in relation to globally recognized brands such 
as Pokemon Go, Nike, Amazon Kindle and Lady Gaga.

CONTENTS
PART I: FOUNDATIONS OF SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING / The Social Media Environment 
/ Social Consumers / Network Structure and Group Influences in Social Media / PART 
II: SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING STRATEGY AND PLANNING / Social Media Marketing 
Strategy / Tactical Planning and Execution / PART III: THE FOUR ZONES OF SOCIAL 
MEDIA / Social Community / Social Publishing / Social Entertainment / Social Commerce 
/ PART IV: SOCIAL MEDIA DATA MANAGEMENT AND MEASUREMENT / Social Media 
Analytics / Social Media Metrics / PART V: SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING IN PRACTICE / 
Case Zone: 10 Case Studies / Sample Social Media Marketing Plan: GONOW Vacations

November 2017 • 448 pages
Cloth (9781526423863) • £120.00
Paper (9781526423870)• £47.99

SOCIAL MEDIA 

Getting in touch

Go to sagepub.co.uk/sales-information to find 
contact details for your local SAGE representative. 

We're here to help with any questions you may 
have and would love to hear from you!

Marketing
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BRAND MANAGEMENT
Co-creating Meaningful Brands

Michael Beverland RMIT University

Presenting the basics of brand management, 
the book provides both a theoretical and 
practical guide to brands, placing emphasis 
on the theory that the consumer is a 
co-creator in a brand's identity.

Taking a contemporary view that branding 
is done collectively in the round by all 
stakeholders, including company employees 
and brand consumers, it covers the basics of brand management, giving 
an overview of the many perspectives and introduces the theory of 
co-creation, engaging with cultural perspectives of branding.

The book includes a collection of geographically diverse case studies 
including Burger King, Lego, Lynx, Maserati, HSBC and Vegemite as 
well as examples from social media and online brand communities. It 
is complemented by a range of online tools and resources for lecturers 
and students, including PowerPoint slides, journal articles, web and 
video links and a selection of exclusive videos with a professional 
brand consultant.

CONTENTS

PART I: FOUNDATIONS OF CO-CREATING BRAND MEANING / Brands and Branding / 
Understanding Brand Users / Brand Equity / Data, Insights, and Measurement / PART II: 
CO-CREATING BRAND MEANING OVER TIME / The Beginnings - New Brand Co-Creation 
/ Building and Maintaining a Brand's Position / Extending the Brand, Partnering, and 
Managing Brand Portfolios / Brand Innovation: Revitalizing and Refreshing Brands / 
PART III: BRAND MANAGEMENT CHALLENGES / Global Branding / Corporate Branding, 
Services, and Business-to-Business Branding / Ethics and Brands / Managing Brand Crisis

January 2018 • 416 pages
Cloth (9781473951976) • £120.00
Paper (9781473951983) • £43.99

MARKETING RESEARCH
A Concise Introduction

Second Edition

Bonita Kolb Lycoming College

An introductory textbook that provides 
students with the essential information 
needed to plan and perform marketing 
research for the first time. 

The second edition presents a balanced 
mix of qualitative and quantitative methods, 
reflecting contemporary trends. This includes increased coverage of the 
digital aspects of marketing research and new material on the impact of 
social media and the online environment. 

A collection of new international case studies provide examples of 
marketing research practice in Asia, Europe and the USA. Suitable 
reading for students who are new to marketing research.

CONTENTS
PART I: INTRODUCTION TO USES AND METHODS OF MARKETING RESEARCH / 
Introduction To Marketing Research / Research as a Process / Determining The Research 
Question / The Research Proposal / Cultural Considerations for Marketing Research / 
Conducting Secondary Research / PART II: QUALITATIVE MARKETING RESEARCH  / 
Choosing Participants For Qualitative Research / Planning and Conducting Focus Groups 
/ In-depth, Intercept and Expert Interviews / Projective, Observational and Netnography 
Techniques / PART III: QUANTITATIVE MARKETING RESEARCH / Determining Probability 
Samples / Questionnaire Design / Conducting Surveys / Analyzing and Reporting Findings 
/ Analyzing Verbal and Other Qualitative Data / PART IV: ANALYZING AND REPORTING 
FINDINGS / Report Writing and Presentation

November 2017 • 328 pages
Cloth (9781526419262) • £120.00
Paper (9781526419279) • £37.99

MARKETING RESEARCH

MARKETING RESEARCH
Planning, Process, Practice

Riccardo Benzo Birbeck College, 
University of London, Marwa G. Mohsen 
Prince Mohammad Bin Salman College 
of Business and Entrepreneurship 
(MBSC), KAEC and Chahid Fourali 
London Metropolitan University

Marketing Research outlines the key 
principles and skills involved at each step of 
the marketing research process, providing 
readers with targeted, practical solutions to a range of issues and 
equipping them with the tools they need to overcome the common pitfalls 
of designing research projects.

The chapters are arranged into core sections which progress 
systematically through the marketing research process, starting with 
designing and setting up research, to undertaking qualitative and 
quantitative research and finally, summarizing and reporting research.

To aid students in their research project, each chapter features a 
collection of learning features, such as:

• Case studies and international real-world examples
• Ethics boxes – highlighting ethical implications in research projects
• Advanced boxes – signaling more challenging topics that students 

can return to after they have mastered the basics
• Activity boxes – encouraging students to understand how what they 

have learned applies to their own experiences.

CONTENTS
PART I: SETTING UP MARKETING RESEARCH / (Introduction) Adding Value With Marketing 
Research / Identifying Marketing-Related (Business) Issues / Secondary Research: Facts 
and Theory / PART II: PLANNING MARKETING RESEARCH / Conceptualising Research: 
From Secondary to Primary Research / Marketing Research Designs / Sampling / PART 
III: QUALITATIVE RESEARCH IN MARKETING / Qualitative Research Methods: Elements 
of a Good Design / Determining a Robust Qualitative Research Approach: Reviewing 
the Methodological and Data Gathering Options / The Merits of Mixed Design Research 
Methodology: Illustration Through Action Research and Case Studies / From Theory 
to Practice: Illustrating the Qualitative Research Process / PART IV: QUANTITATIVE 
RESEARCH IN MARKETING / Hypothesis Building and Testing / Quantitative Research 
Methodology / Questionnaire Design and Data Preparation for Analysis / Data Analysis 
Using Descriptive and Inferential Statistics / PART V: REPORTING MARKETING 
RESEARCH / Discussing Findings, Drawing Recommendations & Conclusions: Writing 
the Research Report

November 2017 • 432 pages
Cloth (9781446294352) • £120.00
Paper (9781446294369) • £44.99

UNDERSTANDING 
NEW MEDIA
Second Edition

Eugenia Siapera Dublin City University

Critical, broad and extensively researched, 
Understanding New Media remains the 
essential guide to the new media world, with 
expanded coverage of key topics including 
digital participation, extreme pornography 
and online radicalization and engaging case 
studies on topics such as selfies, trolling and gaming addiction.

December 2017 • 336 pages
Cloth (9781446297094) • £85.00
Paper (9781446297100) • £27.99

UNDERSTANDING 

Marketing 
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MANAGING AND 
ORGANIZATIONS
An Introduction to Theory 
and Practice

Fourth Edition

Stewart R Clegg University of 
Technology Sydney, Martin Kornberger 
Copenhagen Business School and 
Tyrone Pitsis The University of Leeds

In the fourth edition, the authors continue to capture the complex life 
of organizations, providing not only an account of theories but also an 
introduction to their practice, featuring a new chapter on 'Organizational 
Conflict' and extended and updated end of chapter case studies.

2015 • 712 pages
Cloth (9781446298367) • £120.00
Paper & Interactive eBook (9781473938441) • £48.99

A VERY SHORT, FAIRLY 
INTERESTING AND 
REASONABLY CHEAP 
BOOK ABOUT STUDYING 
ORGANIZATIONS
Fourth Edition

Chris Grey Royal Holloway, University London

This fourth edition explains the unfolding consequences of the global 
financial and economic crisis for organizations. It features examples from 
the biggest recent news events and incorporates the latest research 
studies and up-to-date statistics.

VERY SHORT, FAIRLY INTERESTING & CHEAP BOOKS
2016 • 192 pages
Cloth (9781473953451) • £50.00
Paper (9781473953468) • £15.99

MANAGING CHANGE, 
CREATIVITY AND 
INNOVATION
Third Edition

Patrick Dawson The University of Adelaide 
and Constantine Andriopoulos Cass 
Business School, City University London

'This is a benchmark text... Change management is 
often presented as a reaction to business problems, 
but change can also be proactive, driven by entrepreneurship, leadership, creativity 
and innovation. Combining these perspectives in a processual framework, this text 
offers fresh explanations, beyond oversimplified guidelines and complex theories, 
with new case studies and updated material.'

— David A. Buchanan, Emeritus Professor of Organizational 
Behaviour, Cranfield University School of Management

March 2017 • 664 pages
Cloth (9781473964273) • £120.00
Paper (9781473964280) • £43.99

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT
Theory in Practice

Peter Massingham University of Wollongong

Offering an in-depth discussion of how to do knowledge management, 
approach common obstacles and implement it effectively, this book 
focuses on translating complex theory into practice through a range of 
cases and examples. Key features:

• Coverage of theory and philosophy that has a big impact on how 
knowledge management is approached and helps tackle this 
challenging area

• In-depth case studies in each chapter, providing an unrivalled 
foundation in empirical research

• A wealth of practical examples with revision questions that enable the 
reader to understand how theory applies in practice

• Definition, core concept and deep learning boxes throughout the text, 
providing an understanding of key terminology and important concepts.

CONTENTS
PART I: WHAT ARE WE MANAGING? / Knowledge / Knowledge Management / 
Measuring the Performance of Knowledge Management / PART II: STRATEGY / The 
Value of Knowledge / Knowledge Strategy / Measuring and Managing Knowledge Loss 
/ Using Knowledge / PART III: ACTIVITY / Organizational Learning and the Learning 
Organization / Knowledge Sharing / Productivity / Increasing Productivity / PART IV: 
ENABLERS / Organizational Systems / International Business Management / What Next 
for Knowledge Management

October 2018 • 456 pages
Cloth (9781473948198) • £120.00
Paper (9781473948204) • £42.99

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF 
ORGANIZATIONAL 
INSTITUTIONALISM
Second Edition

Edited by Royston Greenwood University 
of Alberta, Christine Oliver York University, 
Toronto, Thomas B. Lawrence Said 
Business School, University of Oxford 
and Renate E. Meyer WU Vienna

Featuring a wide coverage of aspects of institutional theory and an 
incredible array of star academic contributors, this second edition 
reflects new directions in the field with chapters on translation, networks 
and institutional pluralism.

May 2017 • 928 pages
Cloth (9781412961967) • £120.00

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF 
SERVICE-DOMINANT 
LOGIC
Edited by Stephen L. Vargo University of 
Hawaii at Manoa and Robert F. Lusch
University of Arizona

This handbook is an authoritative guide 
to scholars across disciplines who are 
conducting or wish to conduct research on 
S-D logic.

October 2018 • 585 pages 
Cloth (9781526402837) • £120.00

Marketing / Organizational Behaviour & Organization Studies 
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More than 
1500 case 

studies show 
how methods 

are used in 
real world 
contexts

Get help 
with every 
step of the 
research 
process

Research 
methods 

come alive 
in hundreds 
of streaming 

videos

Use teaching 
datasets 
to master 
analytical 

techniques

Search more 
than 1000 full-

text books, 
reference works, 

videos and 
journal articles

SAGE Research Methods supports 
research at all levels by providing 
material to guide users through every 
step of the research process, from 
a quick dictionary definition, a case 
study example from a researcher in 
the field, a downloadable teaching 
dataset, a full-text title from the 
Quantitative Applications in the Social 
Sciences series, or a video tutorial 
showing research in action.

sageresearchmethods.com

A STEP-BY-STEP INTRODUCTION 
TO STATISTICS FOR BUSINESS
Second Edition

Richard N. Landers Old Dominion University

Through clear and concise explanation, Richard Landers demonstrates 
how statistics are applied in practice, covering everything from collecting 
data to summarising and presenting findings, demonstrating the vital 
role statistics play in the business decision-making process. The second 
edition offers: 

• A new review of foundational maths section - providing a refresher on 
core mathematical concepts 

• New case studies, examples and diagrams throughout – illustrating 
key points and reinforcing learning 

• New ‘further reading’ suggestions in each chapter – highlighting 
resources which demonstrate how statistics are applied in real-world 
business settings and research. 

CONTENTS
Prologue: Review of Essential Mathematics / PART I: DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS / The 
Language of Statistics / Working with Numbers and Data Display / Central Tendency and 
Variability / Probability Distributions / Sampling Distributions / PART II: INFERENTIAL 
STATISTICS / Estimation and Confidence Intervals / Hypothesis Testing / z-Tests and 
One-Sample t-Tests / Paired- and Independent-Samples t-Test / Analysis of Variance 
(ANOVA) / Chi-Squared (x2) Tests of Fit / Correlation and Regression / PART III: WRAP-UP 
/ Matching Statistical Tests to Business Problems 

November 2018 • 584 pages
Cloth (9781473948105) • £120.00
Paper (9781473948112) • £43.99

A STEP-BY-STEP INTRODUCTION 

RESEARCH METHODS IN 
ACCOUNTING
Fourth Edition

Malcolm Smith

'A thoughtful and thorough one-stop reference 
source, this book is overflowing with practical 
ideas on how to evaluate and apply research 
methods in creating or reviewing a high-quality 
research manuscript. I strongly recommend the 
book to any research-active Accounting scholar.'

 – Shane Dikolli, Associate Dean, Duke 
University: The Fuqua School of Business

May 2017 • 296 pages
Cloth (9781526401069) • £120.00
Paper (9781526401076) • £37.99

BUSINESS STATISTICS 
USING EXCEL AND SPSS
Nick Lee Warwick Business School 
and Mike Peters Aston University

An introductory text to both how and why 
quantitative analysis is useful in the context 
of business and management studies. 
Featuring up-to-date coverage of IBM SPSS 
and Microsoft Excel software, with tailored 
examples, step-by-step figures and tables 
illustrating how the programs can be used.

2015 • 584 pages
Cloth (9781848602199) • £120.00
Paper (9781848602205) • £45.99

Research Methods & Statistics
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MANAGEMENT AND 
BUSINESS RESEARCH
Sixth Edition

Mark Easterby-Smith University of Lancaster, Paul R Jackson 
University of Manchester, Richard Thorpe and Lena 
J Jaspersen both at University of Leeds

'If you have time to read only one book on how to undertake academic research, 
this is the one!'

- Rebecca Piekkari, Professor of International Business and Vice Dean for 
Research and International Affairs at Aalto University, School of Business

The sixth edition continues to give students a comprehensive overview 
of what is needed to carry out successful and effective research, 
with practical hands-on guidance on how to conduct a dissertation 
project or research thesis in business and management. With a strong 
philosophical underpinning, it combines academic depth with practical 
hands on experience and gives an in-depth overview of quantitative 
and qualitative methods, encouraging an informed, critical and reflexive 
stance towards management and business research.

New to this edition:

• Complementary fully integrated interactive eBook version
• Coverage of online data collection, netnography, big data and 

data visualization
• Research philosophy in chapter 3 is further supported and enhanced 

by an author video overview available online and a pull out at the 
back of the book that gives a useful visual representation of each 
key component of the research process using a tree as a metaphor

• Annotated further reading recommendations
• Research in Action textboxes, which consist of engaging accounts 

of real-world research experiences from academics, practitioners 
and students.

CONTENTS

Finding Your Feet in Management and Business Research / Reviewing the Literature 
/ The Philosophy of Management and Business Research / Designing Management 
and Business Research / The Research Experience / Crafting Qualitative Data through 
Language and Text / Crafting Qualitative Data through Observation and Participatory 
Research / Framing and Interpreting Qualitative Data / Crafting Quantitative Data / 
Summarizing and Making Inferences from Quantitative Data / Multivariate Analysis / 
Writing Management and Business Research

April 2018 • 432 pages
Cloth (9781526424792) • £120.00
Paper & Interactive eBook (9781526446954) • £39.99

MANAGEMENT AND MANAGEMENT AND 

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF 
QUALITATIVE BUSINESS 
AND MANAGEMENT 
RESEARCH METHODS
Three-Volume Set 

Edited by Catherine Cassell 
University of Birmingham, Ann L Cunliffe 
University of Bradford and Gina Grandy
University of Regina

Leading researchers from across the globe provide a comprehensive 
overview of the history and traditions that underpin qualitative research 
in business and management. They cover how methods are used today 
as well as future challenges.

Volume One: History and Traditions    
Cloth (9781526429261) • £120.00

Volume Two: Methods and Challenges    
Cloth (9781526429278) • £120.00

December 2017 • 1056 pages
Cloth (9781473926622) • £240.00

DOING RESEARCH IN THE 
BUSINESS WORLD
David E Gray University of Greenwich

'The approach and methodologies used to 
present this book are very refined with expanded 
sections and detailed consideration of concepts, 
techniques and applications of the research 
process. This book will give both tutors and 
students the opportunity to think clearly about 
their research from start to finish!'

— Alfred Akakpo, 
Faculty of Business, Coventry University

2016 • 840 pages
Cloth (9781473915671) • £120.00
Paper & Interactive eBook (9781473938434) • £46.99

ESSENTIALS OF BUSINESS 
RESEARCH
A Guide to Doing Your 
Research Project

Second Edition

Jonathan Wilson Principal Lecturer in 
Marketing, Lord Ashcroft International 
Business School, Anglia Ruskin University

Concise, authoritative and jargon-free, this 
textbook highlights each stage of the research process, guiding students 
through actionable steps and explicitly setting out how best to meet a 
supervisor's expectations, with easy to follow tips, detailed screenshots 
and diagrams.

2014 • 376 pages
Cloth (9781446257326) • £95.00
Paper (9781446257333) • £33.99

Research Methods & Statistics
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MANAGEMENT AND 
BUSINESS RESEARCH
Sixth Edition

Mark Easterby-Smith University of Lancaster, Paul R Jackson 
University of Manchester, Richard Thorpe and Lena 
J Jaspersen both at University of Leeds

'If you have time to read only one book on how to undertake academic research, 
this is the one!'

- Rebecca Piekkari, Professor of International Business and Vice Dean for 
Research and International Affairs at Aalto University, School of Business

The sixth edition continues to give students a comprehensive overview 
of what is needed to carry out successful and effective research, 
with practical hands-on guidance on how to conduct a dissertation 
project or research thesis in business and management. With a strong 
philosophical underpinning, it combines academic depth with practical 
hands on experience and gives an in-depth overview of quantitative 
and qualitative methods, encouraging an informed, critical and reflexive 
stance towards management and business research.

New to this edition:

• Complementary fully integrated interactive eBook version
• Coverage of online data collection, netnography, big data and 

data visualization
• Research philosophy in chapter 3 is further supported and enhanced 

by an author video overview available online and a pull out at the 
back of the book that gives a useful visual representation of each 
key component of the research process using a tree as a metaphor

• Annotated further reading recommendations
• Research in Action textboxes, which consist of engaging accounts 

of real-world research experiences from academics, practitioners 
and students.

CONTENTS

Finding Your Feet in Management and Business Research / Reviewing the Literature 
/ The Philosophy of Management and Business Research / Designing Management 
and Business Research / The Research Experience / Crafting Qualitative Data through 
Language and Text / Crafting Qualitative Data through Observation and Participatory 
Research / Framing and Interpreting Qualitative Data / Crafting Quantitative Data / 
Summarizing and Making Inferences from Quantitative Data / Multivariate Analysis / 
Writing Management and Business Research

April 2018 • 432 pages
Cloth (9781526424792) • £120.00
Paper & Interactive eBook (9781526446954) • £39.99

UNDERSTANDING 
RESEARCH IN THE 
DIGITAL AGE
Sarah Quinton Oxford Brookes 
University and Nina Reynolds 
University of Wollongong

A guide to understanding digital research 
from both a conceptual and practical 
perspective, helping the reader to make sense 
of the issues, challenges and opportunities of 
social science research in the digital age.

The book will help the reader to understand how the digital context 
impacts on social science research and is divided into three main sections:

• A Justification and Reconceptualization of Digital Research: The 
authors explore how far the digital environment is transforming social 
science research

• Accessing Digital Data: An outline of the characteristics of digital 
data, temporality issues in digital research and different data sources 

• Moving Forward with Digital Research: Examining the practicalities 
of how to conduct digital research, with examples and suggestions to 
strengthen the implementation of digital research.

CONTENTS
PART I: A JUSTIFICATION & RECONCEPTUALIZATION OF DIGITAL RESEARCH / Digital 
Research as a Phenomenon and a Method / The Changing Research Landscape / PART 
II: ACCESSING DIGITAL DATA / Characteristics of Digital Data / Temporality in Digital 
Research / Data Sources for Digital Research / PART III: MOVING FORWARD WITH 
DIGITAL RESEARCH / The Practicalities of Doing Digital Research / Conclusion, The 
Bigger Picture

February 2018 • 256 pages
Cloth (9781473978812) • £85.00
Paper (9781473978829) • £29.99

Learn data science online
Social science research is changing and we want to help you 
gain the data science skills you need to carry out big data 
research with confidence. SAGE Campus online courses:  

• are developed with social science academic experts 
• come with online learning support from social science experts  
• are developed with world-leading institutions such as the Royal 

Statistical Society, UC Berkeley D-Lab and Essex University 

campus.sagepub.com
Find out more at

i was into data 
before it was big

Exactly what I have been looking 
for as an opportunity to strengthen 
my skills in a targeted area...
I look forward to learning more 
during future advanced courses. 

– Dr Jason Jackson, Learner on Introduction 
to Python for Social Scientists

DOING VISUAL ANALYSIS
From Theory to Practice

Per Ledin Södertörn University and 
David Machin Örebro University

This text provides a concrete set of tools to 
research and analyse a wide range of visual 
data, showing students how to apply the 
right mix of methods to their own research 
projects and equipping them with the skills 
to break down and analyse contemporary 
visual communication.

January 2018 • 216 pages
Cloth (9781473972988) • £85.00
Paper (9781473972995) • £27.99

Doing a research 
project? Go online to 
see all our research 
methods titles at 
sagepublishing.com

Research Methods & Statistics 
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Conceived and edited by Bill Lee, Mark N. K. Saunders and Vadake K. Narayanan and designed 
to support researchers by providing in-depth and practical guidance on using a chosen method 
of data collection or analysis.

Tweet us photos of your origami projects, let us know what you think of the series and 
join in the conversation using #MBRMS @SAGEManagement

See all nine titles in the series at
sagepub.co.uk/businessresearch

of data collection or analysis.

Mastering business 
research methods

FIND OUT MORE

November 2017  •  128 pages
Cloth (9781473948259)  •  £65.00
Paper (9781473948266)  •  £21.99

July 2018  •  128 pages 
Cloth (9781526404770)  •  £65.00 
Paper (9781526404787)  •  £21.99
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CRITICAL THINKING
Your Guide to Effective 
Argument, Successful Analysis 
and Independent Study

Tom Chatfield

Do your students need to demonstrate a 
good argument? Are they mystified by your 
comments of 'critical analysis needed'? How 
can you help them to 'think well'?

This handy guide teaches students exactly 
what critical analysis entails: how to make an argument, understand bias 
and assess evidence.  Designed to work seamlessly with a power pack of 
digital resources and exercises, they'll find practical and effective tools 
to help them think and write critically in an information-saturated age. 

In the Critical Thinking toolkit:

• 10 commandments videos – life rules to change how students think 
• Smart Study boxes share practical tips to get their work into shape 
• Quizzes to test their knowledge 
• Space to scribble like a workbook so students really engage

October 2017 • 328 pages
Cloth (9781473947139) • £60.00
Paper (9781473947146) • £16.99

THE BUSINESS STUDENT'S 
GUIDE TO STUDY AND 
EMPLOYABILITY
Peter Morgan The University 
of Nottingham Ningbo

This book contains the employability skills 
students need to succeed as business 
graduates - from essential study, presentation 
and leadership skills to practical advice on 
getting that all-important job after university.

2016 • 472 pages
Cloth (9781446274125) • £90.00
Paper (9781446274132) • £32.99

THE BUSINESS STUDENT'S 

STRATEGY
Theory and Practice

Second Edition

Stewart R Clegg, Jochen Schweitzer 
both at University of Technology, 
Sydney, Andrea Whittle Newcastle 
University Business School and Christos 
Pitelis Brunel Business School

Updated to bring the material in line with the 
topical and contemporary ideas and debates 
on or about strategy, the second edition is an easy-to-use tool allowing 
students to switch from web resources to the print text and back again, 
opening windows on the world of strategy through cases that are vibrant 
and engaged, digital links that allow them to explore topics in more detail, 
and video and other media that encourage relating theory to practice.

The new edition is complemented by a free Interactive eBook featuring 
videos, cases and other relevant links, allowing access on the go and 
encouraging learning and retention whatever the reading or learning 
preference. 

December 2016 • 616 pages
Cloth (9781446298282) • £120.00
Paper & Interactive eBook (9781473938458) • £45.99

BUSINESS RESEARCH 
METHODS FOR CHINESE 
STUDENTS
A Practical Guide to Your 
Research Project

Huiping Xian Sheffield University 
Management School, University of 
Sheffield and Yue Meng-Lewis Coventry 
Business School, Coventry University

The only book on the market designed to help Chinese students with 
the specific challenges they face in understanding research methods 
and how to do a research project on their business programme at a 
Western university.

Written by Chinese authors who, having both successfully completed 
Masters degrees and PhDs and become lecturers at UK universities, are 
equipped to provide Chinese students with straightforward guidance to 
help overcome the cultural and language difficulties they are confronted 
with and to support them in their undertaking of the research methods 
section of their dissertations. 

The book comprehensively covers both the theory and practice and 
includes a number of features to support learning including:

• Chinese translations of key concepts and definitions 
• Tips about how to use different methods in the Chinese context 
• Clear definitions of key terms 
• Short illustrative examples 
• A list of useful resources about Chinese research
The book also features examples of Chinese research from the authors’ 
own work and from top journals to illustrate how the methods can be 
applied in the Chinese context.

CONTENTS

Introduction / Developing a Research Topic / Research Philosophy and Approaches / 
Research Design / Sampling / Data Collection / Analysing Qualitative Data / Analysing 
Quantitative Data / Culture, Language and Translation / Writing Up

March 2018 • 288 pages
Cloth (9781473926653) • £75.00
Paper (9781473926660) • £26.99

HOW TO WRITE 
SUCCESSFUL BUSINESS 
AND MANAGEMENT 
ESSAYS
Second Edition

Patrick Tissington Birkbeck, University 
of London and Markus Hasel 
Management Consultant, Paris

'This book is a must for students in higher education, it demystifies essay-writing 
by providing a practical and accessible yet rigorous guide to writing excellent 
essays and offers students a route to develop their own informed voice, a critical 
skill both in higher education and in the wider world of work.'

— Ann Davis, Aston Business School

SAGE STUDY SKILLS SERIES
January 2017 • 184 pages
Cloth (9781473960503) • £65.00
Paper (9781473960510) • £20.99

Strategy / Study Skills
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TOURISM MANAGEMENT
An Introduction

Second Edition

Clare Inkson University of Westminster and 
Lynn Minnaert New York University

An introductory text for tourism students, this book gives its reader a 
strong understanding of the dimensions of tourism, the industries of 
which it is comprised, the issues that affect the success of tourism 
and the management of tourism’s impact on destination economies, 
environments and communities. 

The new edition features a clear focus on the issues affecting 21st century 
tourism, providing students with extensive coverage on the effects of 
globalisation and global conflict; sustainability and climate change; 
developments in digital technology and the rise of the sharing economy. 

To aid students in their study, there are numerous international case 
studies and snapshots (mini-case studies) featured throughout the 
book, these include:

• Destination development in Oman
• Diving tourism and coral reefs
• Feeding by tourists and its impact on the behaviour of monkeys in 

Gambia and Gibraltar
• Motivations of gay tourists
• Tourism and regeneration in Detroit
• China’s tourism system
The book is supported by online resources for lecturers and students, 
including PowerPoint slides, additional case studies, video links and 
further web links.

CONTENTS
PART I: TOURISM OVERVIEW / Introduction / Understanding Tourism / PART II: TOURISM 
SUPPLY AND DEMAND / Tourist Generating Regions / Tourism Demand / Tourism 
Suppliers / Intermediaries in the Tourism System / PART III: TOURISM IMPACTS / 
The Economic Impacts of Tourism / The Social and Cultural Impacts of Tourism / The 
Environmental Impacts of Tourism / PART IV: TOURISM MANAGEMENT AND MARKETING 
/ Destination Development and Management / Tourism Marketing / The Management of 
Visitors / Public Sector Involvement in Tourism / PART V: TOURISM AHEAD / Tourism 
and the Future

March 2018 • 456 pages
Cloth (9781526423887) • £120.00
Paper (9781526423894) • £39.99

TOURISM MANAGEMENTTOURISM MANAGEMENT

EVENTS MANAGEMENT
Principles and Practice

Third Edition

Razaq Raj Leeds Beckett University, 
Paul Walters Backstage Academy and 
Tahir Rashid University of Salford

An introductory overview of both the 
theoretical and operational aspects of 
managing events, helping to prepare 
students for a career in events management 
and hospitality. The third edition includes new chapters on expos, 
conferences and conventions, crowd control and social media for events.

September 2017 • 448 pages
Cloth (9781473948273) • £120.00
Paper (9781473948280) • £37.99

EVENTS MANAGEMENT

MARKETING FOR 
TOURISM, HOSPITALITY 
& EVENTS
A Global & Digital Approach

Simon Hudson University of South 
Carolina and Louise Hudson 
Independent Researcher

A comprehensive overview of the marketing 
principles specific to the fields of tourism, 
hospitality and events. The book highlights the global shift in tourism 
demographics today, placing a particular emphasis on the role of digital 
technology and its impact on travel products and services.

May 2017 • 384 pages
Cloth (9781473926639) • £120.00
Paper (9781473926646) • £44.99

RESEARCH METHODS IN 
TOURISM, HOSPITALITY 
AND EVENTS 
MANAGEMENT
Paul Brunt, Susan Horner and Natalie 
Semley all at Plymouth University

By employing a step-by-step approach, the 
authors guide tourism, hospitality, or event-
based students through the whole research 
process, including the research proposal, using quantitative and 
qualitative data, and how to write up and present the research findings.

September 2017 • 360 pages
Cloth (9781473919143) • £120.00
Paper (9781473919150) • £39.99

Tourism, Hospitality & Events 
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THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF 
TOURISM MANAGEMENT
Edited by Chris Cooper Oxford Brookes 
University, Serena Volo Free University 
of Bozen-Bolzano, William C. Gartner 
Tourism Center, University of Minnesota 
and Noel Scott Griffith University

The SAGE Handbook of Tourism 
Management is a critical, state of the art 
review of tourism management written by 
leading international thinkers and academics 
in the field. Volume one focuses on theory, before volume two explores 
the application of theory.

Volume One: Theories, Concepts and Disciplinary Approaches to 
Tourism
Cloth (9781526461124) • £120.00

Volume Two: Applications of Theories and Concepts to Tourism 
Cloth (9781526461131) • £120.00 
August 2018 • 1097 pages
Cloth (9781473974241) • £240.00

THE SAGE INTERNATIONAL 
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF 
TRAVEL AND TOURISM
Four-Volume Set

Edited by Linda L. Lowry University 
of Massachusetts - Amherst

Taking a global and multidisciplinary 
approach, The SAGE International 
Encyclopedia of Travel and Tourism 
examines the world travel and tourism industry, which is expected to 
grow at an annual rate of four percent for the next decade.

October 2017 • 1640 pages
Cloth (9781483368948) • £480.00

THE SAGE INTERNATIONAL 

TOURISM CRISES AND 
DESTINATION RECOVERY
David Beirman University of Technology Sydney

Topical and issue based, this text is arranged by type of crisis, 
showcasing a wide range of examples and case studies. David Beirman 
approaches the topic of tourism crises and destination recovery both 
as an academic and with a professional insight gleaned from his vast 
experience in industry.

December 2018 • 256 pages
Cloth (9781526402998) • £120.00
Paper (9781526403001) • £39.99

THE SAGE ENCYCLOPEDIA 
OF BUSINESS ETHICS 
AND SOCIETY
Seven-Volume Set

Second Edition

Edited by Robert W. Kolb 
Loyola University Chicago

Thoroughly revised, updated and expanded, 
The SAGE Encyclopedia of Business Ethics and Society, Second 
Edition explores current topics such as mass social media, cookies 
and cyber-attacks, as well as traditional issues including accounting, 
discrimination, environmental concerns and management.

August 2018 • 5192 pages
Cloth (9781483381527) • £960.00

Special Introductory Price: £770.00

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF 
INDUSTRIAL WORK & 
ORGANIZATIONAL 
PSYCHOLOGY
Three-Volume Set

Second Edition 

Edited by Deniz S Ones University of 
Minnesota, Minneapolis, Neil Anderson 
Brunel University, Handan Kepir Sinangil 
Marmara University and Chockalingam 
Viswesvaran Florida International University

The three volume SAGE Handbook of Industrial, Work and 
Organizational Psychology, Second Edition, examines key themes 
and topics from within this dynamic and expanding field of psychology. 

Volume One: Personal Psychology and Employee Performance 
Cloth (9781446207215) • £120.00

Volume Two: Organizational Psychology 
Cloth (9781446207222) • £120.00

Volume Three: Managerial Psychology and Organizational 
Approaches
Cloth (9781446207239) • £120.00

December 2017 • 2240 pages
Cloth (9781446287316) • £360.00

THE SAGE ENCYCLOPEDIA 
OF THE INTERNET
Three-Volume Set

Edited by Barney Warf 
University of Kansas

The SAGE Encyclopedia of the Internet 
addresses the many related topics 
pertaining to cyberspace, email, the World 
Wide Web and social media. Entries range 
from popular topics such as Alibaba and 
YouTube to important current controversies such as Net neutrality 
and cyberterrorism.

July 2018 • 2260 pages
Cloth (9781473926615) • £315.00

Special Introductory Price: £250.00

Tourism, Hospitality & Events / Library Collections
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